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WILMINGTON UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 

BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 

 
COURSE TITLE:   Internet Marketing 
COURSE NUMBER: BMK 355 
PRE-REQUISITE(S): BMK 305 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This course investigates how ''brick-and-mortar'' organizations can incorporate the 
entrepreneurial and management side of internet marketing to create an online 
presence and increase market share. In addition to textbook and selected course 
readings, students will be introduced to e-marketing in a computer lab where they will 
evaluate search engines, construct blogs, web sites, and learn about other viral, e-mail, 
social, and electronic-internet marketing. 

MAJOR INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS:  
GOAL A: 
Understand the foundations of Internet marketing. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 

A-1  Evaluate the foundation of Internet marketing and associated business 
models  

A-2  Develop an understanding of the DNI (Digital Network Individualization) 
approach, building on the three general purpose technologies driving 
Internet marketing 

GOAL B:  
Understand and develop the skills an Internet marketer needs to meet the 
responsibilities and capitalize on the opportunities the Net creates.  

Learning Objectives: The student will: 

B-1  Examine profitability and Net business models  

B-2  Identify online branding and persuasion, extending the concept of general 
brand strategy to online branding activity  

B-3  Evaluate techniques for traffic building and the challenge of acquiring 
visitors  
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B-4  Compare the relationship marketing and its extension online through 
concepts as “conversation” and personalization; and building loyalty and 
commitment among “visitors”  

B-5  Identify issues in innovation, such as the acceleration of product lifecycles  

B-6  Evaluate pricing issues, including competitive strategy, real-time pricing, 
the “price” of “free” and its implications, and techniques such as bundling 
and versioning 

GOAL C:  
Understand the Techniques and Challenges of Online Commerce.  

Learning Objectives: The student will: 

C-1  Categorize retailing online  

C-2  Identify market research tools that are used to measure online success  

C-3  Compare organizational and legal challenges 
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